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Mobile health (mHealth) applications are a powerful medium for providing behavioral interventions, and systematic reviews
suggest that theory-based interventions are more eective. However, how exactly theoretical concepts should be translated
into features of technological interventions is oen not clear. ere is a gulf between the abstract nature of psychological
theory and the concreteness of the designs needed to build health technologies. In this paper, we use SARA, a mobile
app we developed to support substance-use research among adolescents and young adults, as a case study of a process of
translating behavioral theory into mHealth intervention design. SARA was designed to increase adherence to daily self-report
in longitudinal epidemiological studies. To achieve this goal, we implemented a number of constructs from the operant
conditioning theory. We describe our design process and discuss how we operationalized theoretical constructs in the light of
design constraints, user feedback, and empirical data from four formative studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
HCI research on health oen focuses on the development of novel technologies for health behavior change [26, 48,
67, 69, 100, 101]. Such technologies use various intervention strategies—goal-seing, feedback, rewards, etc.—to
try to actuate mechanisms of change (e.g., habit formation, operant learning) that can lead to desired changes in
behavior. Commonly, both the intervention strategies that these technologies implement and the mechanisms they
target are drawn from behavioral theories. ese theories—social cognitive theory, theory of planned behavior,
operant conditioning, etc.—are supported by extensive empirical evidence, and many have been successfully
used by behavioral scientists to guide behavior-change interventions for decades [42, 105, 108]. HCI researchers
oen follow a similar path, adopting widely used theories to design their technological interventions. Since these
theories are supported by extensive evidence base, theory-based interventions enable designers to maximize the
likelihood of successfully inuencing behavior change [25, 26, 100].
Despite the wide use of theory in intervention development, its translation into features of a concrete techno-
logical intervention is rarely straightforward [65]. One challenge is that theoretical constructs—i.e., the basic
determinants postulated by a theory to inuence behavior [48, 85]—are formulated at an abstract level that
does not aord straightforward implementation. Take, for instance, a seemingly simple case of the construct
“goal.” ere is extensive evidence that concrete goals work beer than abstract goals (e.g., “do your best”), that
challenging but doable goals work beer than easy goals, and that goals work best when an individual feels
ownership over them [46, 74]. Yet, to use this evidence for intervention design—say, a mobile app to support
physical activity—requires a great deal of specication. e designer has to decide how to make the goal concrete
by specifying what units to use (steps, minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, number of exercise
sessions?), what time frame (day, week, open-ended?), and what kinds of activities will count toward the goal (all
physical activity, only sessions longer than 10 minutes, only activities above a heart-rate threshold?). Dening
a “challenging goal” is still more complicated: Should the designer use national guidelines? Some percentage
increase over baseline activity level (if so, what percentage)? Just let the user set what he/she thinks the right
challenging goal is? And so on. Even for well specied constructs, implementation requires a myriad of decisions.
Another challenge arises from design constraints. Coherence of the user experience, development resources,
requirements of target population, cultural norms, intended duration of use, among other factors, all come into
play when a new intervention is being designed. Such considerations can create design tensions and limit how a
particular theory can be implemented. Finally, user reactions and feedback can override even the most careful
theoretical and design thinking. If users are turned o by a feature, keeping it risks poor adoption or even
abandonment.
Designing theoretically-based interventions thus has to be an intricate balancing act where theoretical constructs
are iteratively concretized and operationalized in the light of constraints and user feedback. How that process
proceeds is rarely made explicit. What is usually presented in papers is the nal artifact, accompanied by a list
of theories or constructs that the intervention embodies. What was involved in translating those theories into
individual features and how those features ended up in the form they did typically remains unstated even in
papers that report on the design process in some detail. Yet, theory translation is an essential aspect of health
technology design and we need robust methods for doing it eectively.
e primary methodological contribution of this paper is a process for theory translation during technology
development. We describe this process through a case study—accompanied by empirical data from several
formative studies—of the theory translation process during the design of a new technology. We describe the
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development of SARA (Substance Abuse Research Assistant), an app for collecting self-report data in epidemio-
logical studies on substance use among adolescents (ages 14-17) and emerging adults (ages 18-24). We discuss
how we used concepts from operant conditioning theory [38, 106, 123, 124] to design a variety of incentives that
aim to increase self-report adherence over time while minimizing the need for nancial compensation. As we
will see, even though operant conditioning has a robust evidence base and its constructs are well specied, the
translation process was far from straightforward. We had to undertake an extensive user-centered design process
to iteratively build numerous design elements that conformed to a large number of practical constraints. By
presenting our experience with SARA, we hope we can make explicit the general issues that are involved in
theory translation and begin formulating a more systematic method for translating theoretical constructs into
high-delity technological interventions.
Our second contribution is the novel SARA app itself. SARA tackles the problem of low self-report adherence in
mHealth [34, 88] in the context of a uniquely new population for technical interventions—adolescents and young
adults at high risk of substance abuse. e resulting self-report adherence rates from a 30-day SARA deployment
are encouraging, and the rates are similar to prior substance use epidemiological studies that paid nearly seven
times more money to participants to collect data (details in section 3.10) [10].
2 BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATIONS
2.1 What we mean by theory translation
Every behavior change theory postulates a set of constructs and mechanisms by which the constructs interact
to change behavior. For example, the goal-seing theory denes 14 constructs and four mechanisms [73, 85].
Two of these 14 constructs are ‘directive function’ and ‘goal specicity’, and these two constructs interact by
the following mechanism: a specic goal acts as a directive function that takes aention away from irrelevant
stimuli and behavior and by doing so increases the frequency of target behavior. is is just one example of the
relationship of theory, constructs and mechanisms, and there are many more. For a fuller denition of theory,
constructs, and mechanisms, see Hekler et al. [48] and Michie et al. [85]. When designers use a theory like
goal-seing as the basis for one or more components of a technological intervention, they implement constructs
from that theory as concrete design elements—say, a graph that shows goal progress, interface through which
users set their weekly activity goals, or the algorithm the system uses to calculate the goal levels suggested
to users [48]1. e issue is that while the constructs being implemented are general and abstract, the design
elements that embody the interventions have to be made concrete. We dene the process that designers go
through to bridge this gap as the theory translation process.
2.2 Theory translation in HCI literature
eory translation happens every time designers incorporate an element in their technology that is based on
a theoretical construct. eory translation is a central step of several intervention development frameworks.
For example, the Multiple Optimization Strategy (MOST) framework includes a “preparation” phase [22] during
which researchers construct theory-based intervention components, and the Agile approach [49] includes a
“behavior change module development” phase, where the goal is to build small units of intervention based on
theory, expert knowledge, and secondary analysis of data.2 eory is a key source of intervention components in
1Note that it is rare for an intervention to implement all constructs from a theory. Most interventions, both technological and non-technological,
typically implement only a subset of constructs from a single theory and will oen mix and match constructs from multiple theories [3, 48, 101]
2 Note, other intervention optimization frameworks (e.g., micro-randomized trials [64],Just-in-time interventions [91]) also provide stage-by-
stage processes for intervention development. However, these models and MOST largely focus on optimization trials, where the goal is to
gather data that can help the researcher nd an optimal combination and sequence of interventions. ese methods are quantitative and
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all these framework, and is one commonly used to develop HCI interventions as well. One would expect, then,
that best practices for theory translation process are well understood in HCI, and that designers have principled
methods to engage in this process eciently and eectively. is is not the case, however. In our review of the
HCI literature on behavior change, we found that intentional theory translation in HCI is not the norm, and that
even when it does occur, it is oen done without the benet of a systematic and well-described process.
To perform the review, we searched for the term “behavior change” in the ACM Digital Library. e search
returned 591 papers from CHI, Ubicomp, and CSCW conferences. We read the abstracts of these papers, and
we excluded papers that did not contain interventions. We also excluded work-in-progress papers because the
design process is likely incomplete for the interventions described in those papers. is ltering reduced the
number of papers to 71. e resulting set included papers that described behavior change interventions in several
domains, including health, environmental sustainability, and internet use, among others (see Supplementary
le 2 for a complete list). We then read each of the 71 papers and we coded them for how they used theory to
support intervention design.3
Five categories of theory use emerged from the review: (i) 43% (31/71) of the papers did not explicitly mention
theory or constructs at all. e interventions described in those papers either have no theoretical basis or they
use theory implicitly, providing no information about what theories were used or how. (ii) 7% (5/71) of the papers
used theory to explain data. In other words, these papers used theory post facto to make sense of the ndings,
rather than to design the interventions. (iii) 17% (12/71) of the papers referred to theories (usually multiple) as
being the basis for the intervention, but provided no description of how those theories were used for intervention
design. eories and the system are presented separately, and these papers provide no explicit description of
which aspects of the system are based on which theoretical constructs and how. (iv) 20% (14/71) of the papers
used theory to inform design and are explicit about which technology features were derived from which construct.
However, these papers provide no information about the translation process—i.e., how and why the features
ended up in the form that they did. As such, this category also provides lile help for understanding how the
translation process takes place. (v) Finally, a small fraction of papers (12%, 9/71) described their theory translation
processes in at least some detail. Examining these papers revealed no standardized ways of approaching theory
translation, nor a presence of design techniques to facilitate this process. Furthermore, none of the papers in
this category discuss if or how they ensured that the nal design is a faithful representation of the underlying
constructs. For example, some of the papers started with a theoretical construct and implemented something
dierent than that construct, making it unclear what theory is tested in the end. In summary our review reveals
that the HCI literature on behavior change has so far largely ignored theory translation as a methodological
aspect of the design of behavior change technologies.
2.3 Theory translation in behavioral science
Of course, we are not the rst to think about the intricacies of applying theory to intervention design. Literature
in behavioral science deals with many of these issues, although usually in non-technological seings. Several
models have been proposed, including Intervention Mapping [9, 65], Behavior Change Wheel [82–84], and
the logic model [62]), that provide guidance on how to apply theory to develop interventions. In intervention
conducting the trials requires well-developed intervention components. Our paper deals with how to create these well-developed intervention
components. Klasnja et al. [63] give a process for dening a “proximal outcome” of an already developed intervention. However, the Klasnja
et al. does not address how to build an intervention stage-by-stage.
3A limitation of our review is we only reviewed HCI literature. eory translation has been done in behavioral science, but they oen
focus on organizational aspects of human-to-human interaction (e.g., doctors, stake-holders, policymakers). HCI on the other hand focus on
technical interventions and interactions between humans and computers.
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mapping (IM), design a theory-based intervention includes several phases. IM starts with a need assessment phase
where focus groups, online surveys, expert consensus gathering, etc. are held to identify what, if anything, needs
to be changed and for whom. is need assessment phase is intended to develop objectives that the intervention
has to achieve. Needs assessment is followed by a literature search phase, which aims to identify theories that
can help the intervention achieve these objectives. en the process moves to a phase where the intervention is
implemented. is is done by using chosen theories to specify “strategies”—operations that the intervention will
use to bring about change—and developing intervention materials that implement these strategies. However, IM
provides lile detail about how this move from strategies to intervention materials takes place, other than to
note that the population and resource constraints need to be taken into account when intervention materials are
developed.
Logic model is typically used for the theory selection purpose [31]. Logic model asks designers to clearly and
thoroughly specify the theories/constructs and the mechanisms through which these theories/constructs will
inuence various intended outcomes. Logic model’s highly detailed description brings clarity to communicating
the intervention and creating an action plan to implement the intervention. Logic model has been extensively
used for non-technical intervention, and it is beginning to be used to design technical interventions as well [35].
e process to derive the logic model can greatly dier across studies. Some studies used focus groups and online
surveys [41], while others used literature review and expert feedback to create the logic model [21, 31, 129]. In
addition, sometimes a logic model is used not to develop an intervention but to describe the nal intervention [35].
While it is extremely useful for clarifying the causal pathway through which an intervention is supposed to
operate, logic model has on occasion been criticized for being too stringent or rigid [44]. For the purposes of this
discussion, however, the main weakness of the logic model is that it too does not specify how exactly constructs
in the model should be concretize into specic intervention features.
e Behavior Change Wheel model [82–84] is another model that provides steps to guide the creation of theory-
based interventions. At a high level, Behavior Change Wheel model proposes a three step process: (i) identify
target behaviors in detail. is is done via the COM-B model [84] that helps intervention designers work through
the target population’s capabilities, motivations, and opportunities for change; (ii) once target behaviors are
specied, use the behavior change wheel framework to nd appropriate intervention categories (e.g., education,
persuasion, coercion) for impacting those target behaviors [84]; and (iii) once intervention categories are chosen,
use the taxonomy of behavior change techniques (BCT) to specify more granular intervention strategies (e.g.,
provide situation-specic rewards or punishment, facilitate goal-seing) that are appropriate for targeting chosen
behaviors [83]. e least abstract entity in this model are the behavior change techniques. BCTs are theoretically-
derived operations—such as “facilitate planning,” “monitor behavior,” “monitor goal progress,” etc.—that specify
the functionality of intervention components that serve a theoretically-motivated purpose, such as fostering
the reactivity of self-monitoring or increasing individuals’ self-ecacy [83]. Yet, BCTs are still highly abstract;
they are consensus-based distillations of the behavior change literature that aempt to systematize what exactly
dierent interventions do. BCTs are dened at a level of generality that allows for a single BCT to be implemented
in many dierent ways. As such, BCTs are types of strategies for facilitating change, but these strategies still
need to be made concrete in any given intervention. Michie et al.’s model tries to account for this by asking
intervention designers to specify the “mode” for each intervention component (delivered in person, via a text
message, etc.). is level of specicity is still far lower than what is needed to eectively design concrete features
of a technology for a mobile app or a wearable activity tracker. Beyond specifying the mode of delivery, the
Behavior Change Wheel assumes that the specics of implementation will be guided by clinical judgment, and
thus it provides lile additional guidance on how these specics should be determined.
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2.4 Why we need beer theory translation methods
Since theory translation is something designers routinely do, one may wonder if there is really a need for beer
methods for this process. Certainly, one way to read the results of our review (section 2.2) is that designers get
along just ne without such methods. We believe there are several reasons why such methods are important
for increasing the impact of HCI work on health behavior change. First, beer methods for theory translation
can improve how we both describe our interventions and report ndings, which can strengthen the replicability
of our research [83]. Replicability is the cornerstone of the scientic process, and it is especially important for
the health sciences [30, 116]. Second, beer theory translation methods can lead to interventions with higher
theoretical delity—i.e., how faithfully the intervention operationalizes theoretical constructs or mechanisms
it is trying to implement [102, 109]. Fidelity is important for both designers and behavioral scientists. For
designers interested in building systems, a higher delity implementation has a higher likelihood to be eective
at supporting behavior change [102]. For behavioral scientists interested in theory development, a higher delity
implementation increases the condence that results from an evaluation of a technological intervention can
be interpreted as evidence for the operation of the hypothesized theoretical mechanisms. us, high-delity
implementations of theoretical constructs greatly increase the utility of ndings from evaluations of behavior
change technologies. Finally, standardizing theory translation can speed up scientic progress [83]. is is because
careful theory translation compels researchers and designers to specify exactly what constructs they are imple-
menting. Well-specied constructs and intervention components facilitate comparisons of results across studies,
as well as synthetic analyses like systematic reviews and meta-analyses that can characterize the eectiveness
of dierent types of interventions for dierent conditions and populations [83]. In summary, robust theory
translation methods could greatly enhance the ability of HCI researchers and designers to develop technologies
that not only work well but also contribute to the larger scientic evidence base about what works, for whom,
and in what contexts.
e current paper takes the rst step toward the development of a methodological framework for translating
constructs and mechanisms from behavioral theory into concrete features of technological interventions. We do
this by providing a detailed account of how we aempted this process in SARA, our mHealth application for
self-reporting substance use behaviors, in order to surface the complexities of theory translation and the kinds of
issues that designers have to grapple with in order to design a usable technology which also aims to implement a
set of theoretical constructs with delity. Our hope is that as more such accounts are published, we can begin to
synthesize a method for eciently engaging in this important aspect of the design process.
3 ITERATIVE DESIGN OF SARA: A DETAILED CASE STUDY OF TRANSLATING THEORY
INTO TECHNOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS
Following sections describe the iterative design of the SARA app. We demonstrate how we handled the intricacies
of balancing theoretical considerations with project constraints and user feedback to create an app deployable in
a 30-day clinical trial. To make our theory translation process more transparent, we rst describe theoretical
considerations and then the design choices we made based on these considerations. Before we go into the details
of the design process, however, we describe the nal design of the SARA app to provide context for the later
discussion.
3.1 An overview of the SARA application
SARA (Substance Abuse Research Assistant) was created to support observational, epidemiological studies on
adolescents and young adults (AYA) who are at high risk of substance abuse. We are interested in this problem
because substance use is a public health issue and AYA are at high risk. A recent report shows that signicant
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portion of AYA used substances in the last month [47]4. Consequences of substance use include hindered brain
development and lifelong compromised decision making [45, 75, 110]. However, there is a lack of ne-grained
longitudinal data on how AYA use substances [10, 118, 119]. While sensors can capture certain ne-grained
behavior (e.g., alcohol use [7, 79, 112], ketamine [146]), they cannot detect poly-substance use (e.g., marijuana or
opioids) and important predictors of substance use (e.g., stress, mood, etc.) [19, 122]. us, self-report remains
a central way to capture AYA substance use data. However, long-term adherence to self-report is challenging
for most mHealth apps (including substance use apps) [6, 27, 50, 53, 77, 88]. Self-reporting can be increased
by nancial incentives [76, 133] and/or frequent human support by the research sta [89]. But these methods
are costly. Virtual rewards are cost-eective alternatives, but most published studies do not change virtual
rewards over time [58, 133, 142], risking habituation and potentially failing to deal with participants’ changing
needs [36, 37, 68, 88]. Furthermore, published studies do not provide any principled ways to combine virtual
rewards with other incentives (e.g., money, data-visualizations). e goal of SARA was to develop a low-cost way
to provide the right incentives at the right time to eectively support ongoing self-reporting.
e SARA version described in this paper was intended for use in a 30-day study, which is a typical length for
many observational substance use studies [20, 117, 127]. is period is also sucient to examine engagement, as
compliance with daily assessments declines over 30 days in samples of substance-using youth [10, 17, 23, 127, 141].
us, focusing on a 30-day study was an ecient way to iterate on our design decisions while keeping the study
duration in line with other research in this area. Note also that SARA’s goal was not to investigate whether self-
reporting decreases substance use behaviors through self-regulation or self-reection [147], which are sometimes
referred to as assessment reactivity in the substance use literature. Although self-reection is well-theorized
in HCI, such as to increase exercise, the potential eects of self-reection are less clear for AYA alcohol or
marijuana use. Most substance-use focused EMA studies focus on tobacco cessation [113], with few studies
4In the past month, 6.1%,7.4%,7.4% of adolescents and 37.7%,19.6%,2.8% of young adults respectively reported binge drinking (5 or more
drinks), non-medical marijuana use, and misuse of prescription opioids [47]
Fig. 1. Screenshots of SARA application. (a) daily survey, (b) tapping task (c) virtual aquarium (d) visualization of past data
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showing evidence of reactivity on smoking behavior (potentially due to habituation; [115]), and on samples with
greater problem severity (e.g., injection drug users; [107]). As reactivity may be lower among those with lower
problem severity [145], such as SARA’s target population, we did not expect SARA to function as a therapeutic
intervention. Rather, its goal was to support regular self-reporting so that the dynamics and determinants of AYA
substance use can be beer understood.
Self-reporting in SARA involves completing one survey and two active tasks each day between 6 PM and midnight
(see Fig 1a-b). e survey asks about emotions (e.g., stress, mood), hopefulness, and reections about the day
(e.g., amount of free time, level of excitement) [28, 55, 72, 103]. On Sundays, the survey asks an additional 14
questions about past week substance use (i.e., alcohol, cannabis, tobacco) frequency and motives, perceived
risk of regular substance use, impulsivity, and behavioral intentions to avoid substance use in the following
week [43, 59, 94, 120, 125]. e two active tasks [57, 78] in SARA are: a spatial memory task, in which a random
sequence of ve seashells light up in a 2-dimensional grid of nine seashells and participants are asked to repeat
the sequence; and a reaction time task involving tapping two buons alternately for 10 seconds. e reaction task
measures motor speed and a number of past studies have shown reaction time changes based on alcohol [18, 93]
or marijuana use [95]. Spatial memory task, on the other hand, measures executive function and visuo-spatial
memory (i.e., remembering dierent locations of objects as well as spatial relations between objects), and past
research has shown similar tasks can predict alcohol intoxication [18] and cannabis use [92].
SARA uses the operant conditioning theory [123] to provide a slew of virtual and monetary incentives to
reinforce self-reporting (see Fig 1c-d). A virtual aquarium lls with sh as daily self-reports are completed.
Other incentives like visualizations of past data, funny or inspirational content, and small amounts of money
are provided periodically to further reinforce self-reporting. With these various combined incentives, SARA’s
self-report adherence rate was similar to that of a prior AYA substance use study that used seven times more
money (more details in section 3.10). is gure is especially signicant because less than 1% of AYA substance
users are currently under treatment [1] and a low-cost solution like SARA can democratize data collection at scale.
is encouraging result was achieved largely due to our eorts to translate the operant conditioning theory [123]
in order to optimize the frequency and timing of incentives in SARA. is theory translation process, however,
was not straightforward, and we undertook a lengthy iterative design process (ve iteration and four studies)
to pick and operationalize 16 constructs from the theory. We ended up working on 233 design elements while
balancing 17 constraints during our process of theory translation (see Supplementary le 1 for a complete list of
design choices, constructs, and constraints). It is to the details of this process that we now turn.
3.2 An outline of our agile approach to translate theory into SARA
A key question for theory translation is what kind of development process the designer should use. While one
can follow the classic waterfall model, we believe an agile approach is more appropriate for theory translation in
HCI [49]. Below, we describe waterfall and agile models, and why agile models are more applicable for theory
translation in the context of HCI.
e waterfall model, as the name suggests, ows in one direction: aer a need nding phase, a collection of
features is identied and implemented. Waterfall models are classic soware development models, where each
development cycle is long and each release is feature rich. Waterfall’s philosophy is “just-in-case” where a large
number of features are implemented to minimize situations where the system cannot support a particular scenario.
But, like any large systems, waterfall models are costly and they are less adaptable to change. Agile, on the other
hand, starts with a minimal viable product with only a few features, and it then rapidly improves the product by
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iterating, evaluating, and adapting to changes. So, agile is more adept at dealing with newly discovered needs.
Agile approaches are also more cost-eective.
Most health intervention development models (e.g., logic models, COM-B), including quite recent work [135], use
a form of a waterfall model where theory selection and implementation of constructs is done once, at the start of
the design process. While such approaches can be theoretically rigorous, they provide no built-in methods for
early discovery of failures of construct operationalization or the need to incorporate additional constructs. Agile
approaches are beer suited for addressing such issues, especially in the context of HCI work, for several reasons:
(i) development resources for novel HCI interventions are typically limited, and agile is more cost-eective,
(ii) the need for changes are commonly discovered in HCI studies of behavior change applications: users get
habituated or bored, rewards as designed are not found to be suciently rewarding by the target group, the
application ends up creating more user burden than anticipated, etc. Rapid iterations can eciently address
such ndings; and (iii) agile’s iterative approach is similar to the iterative design approach in HCI, allowing HCI
researchers and designers to align their design and theory-translation work.
In SARA, we used agile principles in two important ways. First, we added, removed, and rened theories or
theoretical constructs iteratively. We did so to address an important challenge of intervention design, choosing
what constructs to implement from a large collection of theories/constructs from the behavioral change literature
(nearly 83 theories and over 1600 constructs [85]). A concrete implementation of any abstract theory/construct
requires nancial resources, requiring judicious selection of intervention components, especially in the context
Fig. 2. Iterative approach to translate theory in SARA. Le to right is the start and end of the design cycle. As we cycled
through several iterations, we added, improved or removed constructs. Also, earlier evaluation strategies, shown in the
boom row, used low-cost methods initially and higher cost methods at later stages of the design process.
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of resource-constrained HCI work. To deal with this issue, in SARA we started with a minimal set of constructs.
We then made low-delity prototypes of these constructs, and used low-cost participant feedback methods to
evaluate them. Aer the initial evaluations, we identied which constructs should be carried forward for higher
delity implementations, how they should be revised, and which additional constructs should be added to create
a beer intervention. e top portion of Figure 2 shows the theory/construct selection process used in SARA.
e second challenge that an agile approach to theory translation helps address is how to assess theoretical
delity: i.e., to what degree the implementation represents the underlying theory or construct. By focusing on
fast, iterative evaluation, agile provides guidance on how to sequence dierent kinds of evaluations to check how
eectively constructs have been implemented and if there is a need to implement additional constructs. Here, a
tradeo the designer has to make is between more informative user studies (e.g., a pilot study measuring actual
use and health behaviors) that are also more costly and require more time, and faster, cheaper, but less rigorous
evaluations. Since uncertainty is high in early stages of the design process, high cost methods can be wasteful. In
SARA, we initially used low-cost methods like design reection, online surveys, and focus groups that did not
involves actual use of the app. For instance, in the SARA online survey, we asked users to rate perceived benets
of gamication, rewards, etc., without showing the app screenshots. In the focus group, we showed the app to
users to get feedback about the current design of dierent theory-based features, but the participants did not use
the app in their day-to-day lives. Only once several design iterations were done based on low-cost feedback, that
we moved to more expensive means of validation, such as pilot and evaluation studies. ese studies focused on
the actual use of the app, and we also gathered qualitative feedback to gain insights for future improvements in
our construct operationalization.
A nal consideration is sample size. e appropriate sample size depends on multiple factors, including the level
of evidence required at each stage of the design process, the eort required by participants and study sta, and
the constraints on time and other resources. Table 1 shows the trade-os of dierent user studies, and the boom
portion of Figure 2 shows the dierent user studies we used at dierent phases of SARA’s design.
Evaluation method/ cost/ participant cost/study uncertainty in Actual Sample when used in
user study participant burden sta design cycle use size design cycle
Desiger’s reection none none none high no – early on
Online survey low low low high no N ≥ 100 early on
Focus group low moderate moderate high no N = 20 − 30 early on
Pilot study high high high moderate yes N = 8 − 20 later on
Evaluation study high high high low yes N ≥ 30 later on
Table 1. Types and relative trade-o of dierent user study types
3.3 Iteration 1: A virtual aquarium
eoretical considerations: e rst challenge of developing SARA was to choose a theory that can be useful
for supporting self-report adherence. We looked at the substance use literature for theories to improve self-report
adherence. However, as a recent meta-analysis in substance use research suggests, engagement theory is limited
to the provision of monetary rewards [61]. While gamication [12] and data-visualization [147] have been
used in substance use research, they were used to reduce alcohol use behavior and not to improve self-report
adherence. Due to this lack of guidance on how to support self-report adherence in substance use research, we
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decided to look at the theories from psychology. While several theories are applicable [40, 97], we chose the
Operant Conditioning Theory (OCT) [106, 123, 124] for two reasons: (i) OCT provides a detailed account of how
consequences of prior actions inuence the frequency of future behavior. Most importantly for our purposes,
OCT describes how positive reinforcement (valued consequences, rewards) can be used to increase the frequency
of a target behavior. is directly matches SARA’s aims of increasing the frequency of self-report completion; and
(ii) OCT is a well-developed theory. First proposed in the 1930s, over the years, OCT has become one of the most
precise and well supported theoretical accounts of learning. OCT has been successfully applied to a broad range
of problems, from animal training [38, 124], to education [98, 114, 136, 140], and psychotherapy [14, 143, 144].
OCT describes a number of constructs that determine how reinforcement aects a target behavior. ree of these
core constructs are: (i) value of the reinforcement: extensive literature on Matching Law [51, 52] demonstrates
that organisms allocate their behavior in proportion to the perceived value of reinforcement associated with
dierent behavioral choices. An eective way of increasing the frequency of a target behavior is to reinforce
it with something the organism nds valuable; (ii) immediacy: a reinforcement delivered immediately aer a
behavior is more eective than a reinforcement that is more temporally distant. e main reason for this is that
organisms discount the value of reinforcements based on their temporal distance; i.e., the same reinforcement
is perceived to be more valuable if it is received sooner [4, 121]; and (iii) contingency: reinforcement that an
organism can clearly associate with a behavior inuences that behavior more strongly than a reinforcement that
could have resulted from multiple behaviors. A way to ensure contingency is to provide reinforcement only aer
the desired behavior [87].
Fig. 3. Iteration 1 of SARA. Le image shows the 6 fish and their stages of growth. Middle and right columns show the
aquarium.
Design considerations: In designing SARA, we rst tried to translate the above-mentioned three OCT con-
structs: value of reinforcement, immediacy and contingency. Translating immediacy and contingency was
straightforward: we could provide the reinforcement immediately and only aer self-report completion. Trans-
lating the notion of a valuable reinforcement turned out to be more complex, however. While in animal research
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a strong reinforcement is routinely achieved by using food, the use of such strong reinforcement (food, shelter,
personal safety) is ethically unacceptable in most human-subjects research.5 In research with people, the most
common form of reinforcement is money [5], and money has been used eectively to motivate self-report
completion [76, 133]. However, since SARA’s goal is to reduce money in order to make data collection more
scalable, we initially tried to focus on non-nancial reinforcements.
A common non-nancial approach to reinforcement is gamication [32, 33], where game-like elements such as
points, badges, progression, levels, and leaderboards are provided [5, 32, 33, 58, 133, 142, 150]. Several gamication
features satised our design goals and we included them in SARA (more details below). However, we chose not
to use social features such as leaderboards for two reasons. First, if study participants were recruited over time,
as is common in clinical trials, dierent participants would be potentially exposed to a very dierent leaderboard
based on when they were recruited (i.e., it’s not clear that a leaderboard with 3 people and 150 people are the
same intervention). Second, social features can have unintended adverse eects among young substance users
(e.g., social undermining [40] or negative contagion [60, 99]), and planning for and managing these was beyond
our nancial resources.
Without a leaderboard, we suspected that points by themselves would not be perceived as particularly valu-
able. However, since points were aractive for other reasons—they could scale over time, they were free, and
could be adjusted to deferentially reinforce both individual acts of self-report completion and paerns of ad-
herence over time (see below)—we aempted to increase the perceived value of points. To do so, we decided
to create a way to convert points into something that participants would nd interesting and aractive. Aer
extensive design ideation on dierent types of representations (e.g., virtual pets, avatars, growing tree, space ob-
jects), we seled on the idea of creating a virtual aquarium that would be populated with sh as points accumulate.
e aquarium representation had a number of aractive features that made it a good candidate for reinforcement.
First, unlike many other representations, sh (and an aquarium) were positively received by both men and women,
as well as by individuals of varying ages [67, 71]. Second, the representational language of the aquarium was
quite rich, allowing us to provide a large number of interesting reinforcements and, thus, scale the representation
over time. Finally, aquarium representations had already been used successfully in the mHealth seing: Fish’n
step [71] and BeWell [67] used aquariums to promote healthy activity, and Abyssrium, a mobile game that
involves growing a sh population, has been downloaded over 30 million times and received a game of the
year award in 2016 [2]. As such, we had strong preliminary evidence for the feasibility and acceptability of an
aquarium representation. Figure 3 shows the rst prototype of the SARA application. We had six dierent sh
and each sh had four stages of growth. Each time a participant completed a self-report, he or she would earn
200 points and a sh would go through one stage of growth. Once a sh went through four stages of growth, we
considered the sh fully grown and added it to the aquarium.
Design reections: Our initial prototype translated the concept of reinforcement using points, aquarium, and
sh. We also combined points with sh to create what we hoped would be a more valuable reinforcement. ese
reinforcements were to be provided immediately and only aer self-report completion to maximize their eect.
Regarding evaluation of these ideas, we deferred evaluation using online surveys or focus groups at this stage
because we were at an early stage of design and the number of features in SARA was small. We wanted to
use more costly focus groups and online surveys when we had more features to investigate, so at this stage
we decided to only use design reection and feedback within the research group. During this evaluation, we
5Exceptions occur in special circumstances: e.g., in reinforcement-based therapy, abstinence in drug-dependent patients is reinforced by
providing housing, job training, etc. [132].
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quickly realized that in this rst iteration we did not consider how our reinforcements should be scheduled so
they remained eective at promoting self-report completion over time [38]. e next iteration tried to address
this issue.
3.4 Iteration 2: Reinforcement schedules
eoretical considerations: Extensive research in OCT shows that dierent schedules, or timing, of reinforce-
ment can produce dierent behavioral eects [38]. Consider the simple case of satiation, where a reinforcement
is received too oen in a short period of time and it temporarily loses ecacy. For instance, satiation can happen
when an animal has eaten enough and is no longer hungry, and the availability of additional food temporarily
loses the ability to inuence the animal. e same phenomenon is found in humans: aer binge-watching our
favorite TV show, an opportunity to watch more of it may not be perceived as particularly desirable, no maer
how much we love the show [124]. In cases of satiation, temporarily reducing the frequency of reinforcement
can give an organism time to re-sensitize to it, and reinforcement then regains its ability to inuence behavior.
Another key idea is that reinforcing behavior intermiently can lead to high levels of responding. Intermient
reinforcement can follow a xed or variable-rate schedule. A xed-rate schedule means that reinforcement is
provided each time a xed number of instances of the target behavior is completed. A variable-rate schedule
means reinforcement is given aer a variable number of target behaviors, but with the mean number of target
behaviors before reinforcement held constant. Reinforcing less oen using a variable schedule can generate
similar frequencies of target behavior as a xed schedule that reinforces more oen. e variable-rate schedules
have this eect due to uncertainty and anticipation [38]. However, when a new behavior is learned for the rst
time, reinforcing more oen using a xed schedule can result in faster initial learning [38]. Furthermore, the
perceived value of reinforcement maers. A less valuable reinforcement needs to be used more oen—i.e., aer
fewer occurrences of target behavior—compared to a more valuable reinforcement [131].
Design considerations: We translated the above mentioned theoretical insights by adopting a fast, xed-rate
schedule, where we provided (almost) one sh for each day of self-reporting. We chose this schedule because (i)
self-reporting is a new behavior and reinforcing more oen induces faster learning; and (ii) we suspected sh
may not be perceived to be a very valuable reinforcement, so we needed to use them more oen to increase
self-report. Lacking evidence for how valuable sh would be perceived to be, we opted to be conservative and
assume they would be of low relative value and would require a fast schedule. Now, a potential side-eect of
frequent reinforcement is that it can induce satiation. To prevent satiation, we included a gap day aer every 4th
to 5th sh, much as games use satiation and deprivation sequences to increase engagement [149].
We had to signicantly redesign SARA in order to incorporate this fast reinforcement schedule for sh. First, we
retired the six sh from iteration 1 (Figure 3) because in order to follow a fast schedule of one-sh-a-day, we
would have needed to start reusing previously given sh aer the rst six days. Recycling old sh would mean
that the reinforcement would become less novel and hence potentially less valuable. We replaced the six sh
from iteration 1 with 25 unique sh (see Figure 4) so that a dierent sh could be awarded for almost each day of
self-report completion in a 30-day study.
In addition to reinforcement schedules, in this iteration we also aempted to increase the value of sh in several
ways: (i) we used animated and beer looking sh, because beer aesthetics can improve reward value [96]; (ii)
we displayed a fun fact about each sh when it was unlocked. For example, when the goldsh was unlocked,
we showed a fun fact “Do you know goldsh can recognize faces?” e aim of the fun facts was to generate
curiosity and thus increase the reward value of the sh; and (iii) we provided an outline for the next sh to be
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Fig. 4. Top two rows show 25 dierent fish in Iteration 2. Boom row shows dierent stages for the growing aquarium.
a,b,c,d,e respectively shows the state of aquarium if a participant logs for 1,7,14, 24, 30 days.
unlocked to increase anticipation and feeling of progression. Finally, a potential challenge for the one-sh-a-day
schedule was that the aquarium could get over-populated. erefore, we introduced levels as is commonly done
in games [149]. For the 30-day planned study for SARA, we created two levels: participants began with a sh
bowl environment level and unlocked sh, such as goldsh, which are commonly seen in household aquariums.
Aer 15 days of self-reporting, participants graduated to a sea environment and unlocked sea creatures, such
as sharks and dolphins. Figure 4 shows iteration 2 of SARA’s design and a progression of the aquarium over a
30-day study.
Design reections: e major improvement in this iteration, from a theoretical perspective, was the explicit
inclusion of a reinforcement schedule. However, due to our lack of knowledge about how valuable the sh would
be perceived to be, we selected a fast, xed-rate reinforcement schedule. But the use of a fast schedule also
created problems. Even for a relatively short 30-day study, this schedule necessitated the inclusion of a lot more
sh, as well as a way to deal with aquarium overcrowding. e later issue, in particular, is a good example of
how theoretical concepts must be considered in light of design constraints, in this case limitations related to the
number of sh that could be comfortably shown on a mobile phone screen.
For evaluation of the design ideas in Iteration 2, we brainstormed whether we were missing any obvious features
because adding those features would give us an opportunity to ask about them in an online surveys and focus
groups. So, here again design evaluation was done via design reection and feedback within the research group.
During the design reection we realized that even with our best eorts to increase the reward value of sh and
include reinforcement schedules, we would need additional forms of reinforcements due to the burden of ongoing
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self-reporting. In mHealth, the use of multiple reinforcement strategies is quite common. Nearly all commercial
mHealth apps and health-gamication research projects use two or more kinds of reinforcements (e.g., stars,
badges, etc.) to promote health behaviors [39, 58]. In addition, inclusion of additional reinforcements would also
allow us to introduce other types of reinforcement schedules, which could more eectively target sustainability
of self-reporting behavior. us, for the next design iteration, we focused on introducing additional forms of
reinforcement.
3.5 Iteration 3: Additional reinforcements and conjoint schedules
eoretical considerations: For guidelines on how to schedule multiple types of reinforcement, we again
turned to OCT. We found that OCT supports the idea that multiple types of reinforcement can be more valuable
together than a single reinforcement. One piece of evidence for this came from Hursh [56], who proposed a
microeconomic conceptualization of OCT. Hursh posits that demand for reinforcement is created aer a target
behavior happens; the obtainable reinforcement is the supply for meeting that demand. Hursh argues that multiple
reinforcements are additive and increase the overall supply. Another, less obvious part of Hursh’s argument is that
multiple types of reinforcement can create a substitution eect: if one type of reinforcement is ineective but other
types of reinforcement are available, they can substitute for it and still maintain the eectiveness of the overall
reinforcement supply. For instance, at the start, the sh may not be seen as particularly rewarding since the
aquarium is mostly empty and participants are learning its value to them. Giving some money, which most people
care about, may reduce the demand for the sh to be immediately highly reinforcing. Usefulness of multiple
types of reinforcement was further supported by the OCT literature on conjoint reinforcement schedules.is
literature suggests that conjoint schedules generally increase target behavior more than single schedules, unless
the rate of reinforcement is so slow that the amount of reinforcement from single and conjoint schedules cannot
be distinguished [139].
Design considerations: As with the initial design iteration, a key design question was what to use for this new
form of reinforcement and how to schedule it. Given that providing some form of nancial incentive is common
in most studies, we decided to use small nancial reinforcements that would not compromise scaling up SARA
for larger studies. However, we had to make the nancial reinforcements coherent with the overall gamied
theme of the SARA app. We decided to tie monetary reinforcements to badges: if participants completed several
back-to-back days of self-report, SARA would award them badges that came with small monetary incentives.
Specically, if participants completed daily surveys three days in a row, or they completed active tasks three days
in a row, they received a badge and 25 cents. For longer streaks, participants could earn dierent badges and
higher monetary incentives. SARA could reward 3, 6, 12, 18, and 30-day streaks; for these streaks, participants
could earn 0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, and 3 dollars, respectively. Under this schedule, if we assume 90% adherence, then there
was less than 5% chance that participants would earn more than 10 dollars in a 30-day study. is amount is
lower than most substance use studies that generally pay $1-4 per day of study participation [10, 17]. We hoped
that this conjoint schedule of being able to receive money every 3 days and sh nearly every day (from itera-
tion 2) would be fast enough so that its eect would be greater than a single schedule of either money or sh [139].
Design reections: e primary challenge of this design iteration was how to structure the schedule of nancial
reinforcements. We decided to provide more money for longer streaks; this progressive monetary schedule
was intended to encourage longer stretches of daily self-reporting. At the same time, we wanted to keep the
application scalable, so we opted for the smallest amounts of money that we thought might still be eective in
reinforcing self-reporting in the AYA population.
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Up to this point, the app design was based on our best aempt to translate several principles from OCT in a
way that took into account various constraints: target population, the app’s scalability etc. Along the way, we
made a number of assumptions and design choices that we thought would help us to eectively translate OCT.
When we got to this stage of design, we felt that, given the considerable number of theory-driven features we
had developed, we needed to bring in user feedback to check our assumptions and design choices. To do this, we
conducted our rst two formative studies–an online survey and a focus group study.
Formative user feedback
We conducted two formative studies to gather early developmental input on SARA. e rst study involved
an online survey and the second study was a focus group. Both studies targeted undergraduate students of
University of Anonymous who were within our target age group. Since we were still early in the design cycle,
we did not opt to use higher-cost methods, such as a study focusing on actual use. Furthermore, since online
surveys are lower-participant-burden and less expensive than focus groups, we decided to do an online survey
rst. Given the low cost of conducting a survey, we aimed to recruit at least 100 participants, to increase the
condence in any potential ndings. We further reduced evaluation costs by using the same online survey to
recruit focus group participants as we describe below.
3.6 User study 1: Online survey (N=124)
e online survey intended to gather information on perceptions of dierent reinforcement types from a sample
of our target population. Aer asking a set of questions about demographics and prior experience with mHealth
apps, the survey asked the participants to rate the likelihood of how money, progression, and unlockable features
would motivate them to self-report regularly. We initially also intended to ask questions about risky substance
use. However, since many responders could be under the age of 21, the IRB needed special approval to include
substance-use-related questions. Since binge drinking and marijuana use is common in college students,6 we
decided to drop these questions.
Results: We used the university registrar to send the survey to a random sample of 2000 undergraduate students.
Of the 280 students who started the survey, 124 (38% male) answered the questions regarding dierent types
of reinforcement. Mean age of these participants was 19.9 (SD=2.59). ere were no signicant dierences in
demographics between those starting the survey and those completing the survey. A 4-point Likert scale was used
to rate the anticipated impact of reinforcements on self-report in mHealth apps. e scale ranged from 1=not likely
to 4=very likely. As we can see in Figure 5a-5c, money was rated as the most likely reinforcement to inuence
self-reporting (µ = 3.72,σ = 0.53), followed by gamication features such as points (µ = 2.57,σ = 0.98) and
unlockable features (µ = 2.73,σ = 0.93). e high ratings of points, unlockable features, and money suggested
that our target population might perceive these reinforcements as valuable, providing preliminary evidence for
our eorts to operationalize reinforcement.
3.7 User study 2: Focus groups (N=21)
e second formative study focused on geing in-depth qualitative feedback on SARA’s design. We invited 21
participants (47% male) from the 124 respondents of the online survey for focus groups. During the recruitment,
we balanced gender, ethnicity, and age. We held three one-hour-long, semi-structured, mixed-gender focus group
sessions (N = 7, 5, 9). All sessions were audio recorded. Our initial goal was to recruit 30 participants as is
oen done in focus group studies [81, 111]. Given the early stage of the design process, however, we decided to
prioritize resource eciency. So, we kept the number of sessions to three and recruited 21 participants. During
6Among undergraduates at University of A, 53.6% reported binge drinking and 34.4% reported marijuana use in past 3 months [–]
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each focus group session, aer a few ice-breaking questions, participants received phones with the SARA app
installed. Moderators then demonstrated how to self-report in SARA and showed the dierent reinforcements
of SARA (aquarium, levels, money, etc.) using a storyboard. We created temporary buons which could be
pressed to simulate daily self-reports and give a feel for how the aquarium evolved and money was rewarded.
Aer participants played with the SARA app for some time, they answered questions about which features they
liked or disliked and what additional features would make SARA feel more rewarding. Aer the focus group,
participants completed a debrieng survey on how likely they thought money, aquarium, progression, and sh
would be to aect self-reporting. Since the debrieng survey was anonymous, participants also reported past
3-month alcohol and marijuana use.7 Participants received 20 dollars for participation.
Results: We analyzed the focus group discussions using thematic analysis [13]. In the following, we present a
summary of the results that are relevant to translating OCT.
Fish and aquarium: When asked about the sh and aquarium, participants appreciated the aquarium theme
and characterized the aquarium as relaxing and calming. Participants gave mixed responses when asked how
they would like the aquarium to be improved. Some participants mentioned that the app’s appearance was not
as polished as other commercial apps; some participants wanted more consistent animations of sh. As one
participant stated, “I guess it’s mildly o-puing to me that the sh are all kind of dierent kinds of animation, some
look more like clip art, some look more like actual sh kind of a deal.” Other participants were more accepting of
the sh animations; one participant stated, “you could make them goldsh, like literally just pure gold, or diamond
sh, or platinum sh. [chuckle] Because people aren’t gonna care. It’s an app.”. Participants also liked when the
aquarium changed levels to the sea environment. For example, as one participant stated,“I think it’s a good concept.
I think it’d be really cool… you graduate from this aquarium and go to the next.” We also provided an outline of the
next unlockable sh and several participants mentioned the outline created anticipation. Like the survey, these
observations indicated that participants thought they would nd the aquarium and the sh to be rewarding,
providing support for our eorts to design non-nancial reinforcements AYA found valuable.
Participants also appreciated how the aquarium progressed over time. One participant mentioned that “it’s
really good that there’s an objective you can work towards and you can see what’s happening each day.” However,
participants found the aquarium more appealing when it was full. As one participant stated, “If you don’t have
that many [sh] then it’s kind of a bland thing to look at. What I’m looking at right now, I only have one sh. If I
have something like that [fuller aquarium], it’s more pleasing to the eye.”. ese comments provided initial evidence
for our decision to use a fast, xed-ratio schedule, but indicated that the sh schedule may not be suciently fast.
Money and streaks: When we asked about money, participants unanimously agreed that money was a huge pull,
particularly in their age group. As one participant noted, “I think the monetary reward is one of the highest things I
think for our age group, that should denitely be prey clear and specied at the beginning. at is probably one
of the main things that’ll keep people coming back.” As expected, the focus groups supported the idea to use
money for reinforcement. Furthermore, participants provided no indication they thought that money would
conict with the aquarium, providing preliminary support for our decision to pair these forms of reinforcement
(Iteration 3). However, one participant pointed out that the streaks may be too hard to complete and that, once
interrupted, there was no way to recover a lost streak. Given how monetary incentives were structured, he said,
losing a streak, especially a longer more valuable one, would feel like punishment. Although only one participant
commented on this issue, it raised the question of whether the schedule of monetary reinforcements would
761.9% and 28.5% focus group participants reported they binge drank and used marijuana, respectively, in the past 3 months.
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behave as we intended it to, encouraging regular, uninterrupted self-reporting.
Additional novelty: A majority of participants wanted more novelty. Participants wanted additional themes such
as gardens, jungles or car collections. One participants said “It would be cool to be able to unlock other lile
worlds… Maybe a lile forest or something? Or a garden, you could do bueries or something. Everybody likes
bueries… Maybe for people who like bugs or something, you can do a bug garden if that’s even a thing…” When
the moderators mentioned the possibility of having visualizations of personal data, participants were enthusiastic
about the idea: “It’d be cool if there were like a reinforcements page and then also data but kind of… Like how the
Apple health app gives you graphs and stu like that. I think that would be kinda cool… Put data like mood, maybe
as a graph for energy level.” We interpreted these observations as indicating that we had not over-saturated SARA
with reinforcements and that AYAs thought there was still a need for additional forms of reinforcement.
Fig. 5. Distribution of ratings for various reinforcement types. Top row is for online survey (User study 1) with a 4-point
Likert scale (1=not at all, 4=very much). Middle and boom rows are for debriefing survey of focus group (User study 2) and
follow-up survey aer a 30-day pilot trial (User study 3), which use 3-point Likert scales (1=not at all, 3=very much)
.
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Choice and interactivity: When asked about what features they would like to change, participants wanted more
control over the aquarium and to be able to interact with the sh. One participant wanted to change the back-
ground color of the aquarium. Several participants wanted to feed the sh and for the sh to do something
interesting (e.g., tell a fun fact) when they touched the sh. Participants also wanted to have control over their
points and be able to use their points to get the sh they preferred or restore a broken streak of money. ey
also wanted to choose at what level they would start. ese ndings raised two interesting possibilities for
operationalizing reinforcement: rst, giving choice meant people could choose the reinforcements they found
valuable, providing a way to deal with the heterogeneity in people’s preference. And second, participants’
comments indicated that interactivity might increase their ownership over the aquarium, which, in turn, would
and make it feel more valuable [128]. We considered these lessons in future design iterations.
Debrieng survey: Following the focus group, participants answered a debrieng survey, where they reported
how they thought dierent reinforcements would increase a participant’s use of the app. All the ratings were
recorded on a three point Likert scale: 1=not at all, 2=somewhat, 3=very much. Figures 5d-5f show the results.
Money (µ = 2.95,σ = 0.22) was again rated the highest, followed by unlockable sh (µ = 2.45,σ = 0.59), and
points (µ = 2.38,σ = 0.58).
Formative study summary and design reections: e two formative studies provided initial positive
evidence for how we translated OCT constructs. Participants generally liked the representations we developed
(aquarium, sh, etc.), as well as the nancial incentives, which indicated that these reinforcements held promise
for reinforcing self-reporting. We also learned that providing choice and interactivity were additional ways
of increasing reinforcement value. Furthermore, participants liked having several reinforcement types, which
provided support for Hursh’s reinforcement supply idea [56] and indicated that we might be able to eectively
combine dierent forms of reinforcement using a conjoint schedule. Participants appreciated the fast schedule
for sh, providing support for the use of such a schedule at the start of the study, in line with theory suggestions.
However, we got an indication that the schedule of nancial incentives might be problematic since larger monetary
reinforcements were tied to long uninterrupted streaks which participants felt would be dicult to achieve.
Given, though, that focus participants were just trying to imagine how they would experience the monetary
schedule, it was dicult to tell how it would perform in a deployment.
3.8 Iteration 4: Memes and life insights
Design constraints and theoretical considerations: While our formative studies provided us with a number
of insights about how to improve the perceived value of reinforcement in SARA, we could not implement every
request due to resource constraints. In particular, both substantial improvements in the app’s aesthetics and
implementation of reinforcement choice and interactivity required additional designers and developers, which
were beyond our level of development resources. Adding novelty, however, was easier to implement because we
could simply add more reinforcement types without extensive development.
Design considerations: In this design iteration, we introduced two new types of reinforcements to create
additional novelty. e rst kind was what we called life insights; life insights are visualizations of past tracked
data. We decided to include life insights because focus-group participants wanted to see their past data and prior
mHealth work found that seeing paerns in one’s own data was intrinsically motivating and could encourage
regular self-tracking [70, 90, 134, 137, 138]. We created seven dierent life insights that visualized past week’s (i)
stress, (ii) loneliness, (iii) level of fun, (iv) how new and exciting their days were, (v) free hours each day, (vi) tap
count, and (vii) the number of seconds required to complete the spatial task. e data for life insights were pulled
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from the daily surveys (i-v) and active tasks (vi-vii).
e second kind of reinforcement we introduced were memes. We included memes because they are widely
available on the internet and are popular among SARA’s target age group. Memes can also make people laugh and
evoke positive emotions, which are powerful intrinsic rewards [86, 96]. To enhance the novelty of this reinforcer,
we incorporated two types of memes: funny and inspirational. 120 memes were compiled and ltered by Amazon
MTurk workers and undergraduate research assistants to increase their relevance to AYA.
A question that remained was how to schedule memes and life insights. We decided to use a variable schedule,
where (i) a meme would be provided with 0.5 probability if a daily survey was completed and (ii) a life insight
would be provided with 0.5 probability if the two active tasks were completed. We decided on a variable schedule
because we did not want to satiate participants with too frequent reinforcement. In addition, using variable
schedules for these reinforcements let us micro-randomize their delivery to empirically decide on the best
schedule in a post-study analysis [11, 64].
Fig. 6. Examples of funny memes (le), inspirational memes (middle) and a life-insight (right).
3.9 User study 3: Pilot trial (N=13)
At this point, we pushed SARA’s design as far as we could without empirical data on how participants would
experience and respond to the various components of SARA. To make further changes, we needed to understand
how the reinforcements we designed would aect self-reporting and how their eects would change over time.
Furthermore, while we could have run focus groups to test the features we added in iteration 3, we thought that
the number of new features from iteration 3 was too small to warrant investing in another set of focus groups.
Instead, we opted to move directly to a 30-day pilot study. Since further changes may have been needed based on
how people respond to SARA, we rst did a pilot study before conducting a larger scale evaluation study. e
sample size of such pilot studies are typically 8-20 people [15, 26, 67]. We recruited 16 participants, but three
initial participants dropped out due to a soware bug that was unrelated to the theory-based incentives in SARA.
So, the nal sample size was 13.
Pilot study participants were recruited from the University of Anonymous Hospital Pediatric and Adult Emer-
gency Department. Patients were eligible (i) if they were between the ages of 14-24, understood English, medically
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stable, able to provide informed consent/assent (e.g., not cognitively impaired/intoxicated), and accompanied by
a parent/guardian (for participants between the ages of 14-17), (ii) screened positive for binge drinking (¿4 drinks
female, ¿5 drinks male; [16]) in the past month, or any past-month cannabis use without a medical marijuana
card. en a research assistant installed SARA on the participant’s phone and demonstrated how to use the app.
Aer the 30-day study, participants completed a 45-60 minute telephone interview, where we asked a sequence
of close and open-ended questions about their experience with SARA [54, 126].
Results: Recruiters approached 241 individuals out of which 26 participants met study inclusion criteria and
17 were enrolled in the study. e average age of participants was 21.2 years (σ = 1.9, range=18-24, 60% male).
45% screened in for past-month binge drinking only, 35% for past-month marijuana use only, and the rest for
using both substances. Four participants dropped out of the study due to soware bugs or malfunctioning
phones. We excluded these participants from the following analyses since their adherence was not related to the
reinforcements in SARA.
Adherence: Figure 9a shows participants’ adherence over the 30-day study. Participants counted as being adherent
if they answered the daily survey and active tasks for the day. We found adherence to decrease with time:
adherence was 63.8% for days 1 to 10, 49.2% for days 11 to 20, and 34.6% for days 21 to 30. We also identied
3 clusters of participants: (i) 5 out of 13 participants, represented as green in Figure 9a, were engaged for the
entirety of the study and self-reported for more than 20 days (mean=25.4 days); (ii) 4 participants, represented as
blue in Figure 9a, self-reported on more than 10 days (mean=12.5 days). Two of these participants provided no
data past the 15th day of study participation, while the other two provied no data aer the 23rd day in the study;
and (iii) 4 participants, represented as red in Figure 9a, self-reported on fewer than 10 days (mean=3.75 days),
and only one of them provided any data past the 13th day in the study. While SARA clearly did not work for this
last group of participants, the presence of both the second and the third group indicated the need for further
design renements to reduce these types of non-adherence.
Monetary incentives: On average, participants earned $4.60 (σ = 5.5,q50 = 2.2). Most participants failed to
complete longer streaks and earned less money as a result: the total number of 3, 6, 12, 18, and 30 daily streaks
completed was 22, 10, 6, 3, and 1, respectively.8 e low number of long self-reporting streaks suggested, in line
with the focus-group participant’s intuitions, that our initial schedule of nancial reinforcements was ineective
for encouraging long, uninterrupted periods of self-reporting.
Between self-report distance: We also measured the gap between two successive self-reports. If our implementa-
tion of schedules of reinforcement in Iteration 2 worked as intended, then we should see regular self-reporting
and the intra-day gap between self-reports would be small. Figure 9b shows the distribution of day gaps between
two successive self-reports; these numbers are for participants prior to nishing the 30-day study or prior to
their complete disengagement (i.e., before they stopped using the app completely). e gap was one day in 78.2%
of cases, two days in 13.9% of cases and three days in 3.91% of cases. Of the remaining 3.91% of the cases where
the gaps were 4 days or longer, 71.4% of the gaps were for people who replied fewer than 10 times in total during
the study (i.e., the red participants in Figure 9 top). For participants in blue and green clusters, the gaps between
responses were low, which indicates that SARA’s reinforcement schedules likely inuenced regular self-reporting
as OCT suggests, at least to some extent.
8Note that when a longer streak was completed, we did not count its shorter constituent streaks. For instance, for a 12 day streak, we did not
count the 3 or 6-day streaks that were completed on the way to the 12-day streak.
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Fig. 7. (a) Number of days participants self-reported in a 30-day study. The colors represent three clusters. The green, blue
and red color participants self-reported for ¿20, 11-19, and ¡10 days, respectively. (b) Distribution of the gap between two
consecutive self-report days.
Follow-up survey: Aer the study, we asked participants to rate how they thought various reinforcements in-
uenced their app use over the 30 days. For the new reinforcements from Iteration 4, memes and life insights,
participants rated their perceived inuence on a ve point scale, from 1=not at all to 5=very much. Life insights
(µ = 3.92,σ = 0.8) and memes (µ = 3.8,σ = 0.5) were rated similarly. ese results indicated that that the
delivery of memes and life insights was perceived as being rewarding aer they were experienced in use, whether
or not they actually changed participants’ behavior. For other reinforcements, we used the same three point
Likert scale we used in the debrieng survey aer the focus groups, where 1=not at all, 2=somewhat, and 3=very
much. Figure 5g-5i show the results. Participants rated money most highly (µ = 2.7,σ = 0.49), followed by
points (µ = 2.4,σ = 0.9), and the sh (µ = 2.2,σ = 0.7). Note that these ratings are on average lower than those
obtained from the focus group debrieng survey, where participants did not use SARA in their daily lives (see
Figure 5 for a visual comparison). ere are several possible reasons for these lower ratings aer participants used
SARA for 30 days: (i) they may indicate that the reinforcements lost their value over time (e.g., due to habituation
or wearing o of novelty); or (ii) focus group participants could not accurately predict how they would experience
the reinforcements and the burden of self-reporting over the long-term, and thus they misjudged how valuable
they would nd SARA’s reinforcements in the future.
e Follow-up interview: Aer the 30-day study, we conducted semi-structured telephone interviews with partici-
pants. Below, we discuss the interview themes related to reinforcement design.
Aquarium and sh: Participants’ reactions to the aquarium mirrored those of the focus group participants. One
participant noted: “I liked the sh a lot. I thought they were very cute, and I liked when the app moved from the sh
bowl to the ocean.” However, similarly to focus group participants, they also indicated a need for beer aesthetics
and more interactivity.
Financial reinforcements: While participants liked receiving money for self-reporting, they did not like nancial
reinforcements in small fractions: “Bigger rewards would be more exciting… don’t have $0.25 rewards and instead
have $1.00 rewards every once in a while.” One participant also suggested that monetary reinforcements be
ramped up as participants reported more data in the study. “I would prefer that the app gradually gave me
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more money as I took more surveys and active tasks. So at the beginning, I would only receive a small amount
and gradually receive more.” Note that the schedule of nancial reinforcements actually increased incentives
for longer streaks, but most participants did not see this since streaks were broken even if they missed a single day.
Memes and life insights: Some participants liked the memes, indicating that they were funny, but others wanted
memes to be personalized. One participant said “Maybe you could let people choose what type of memes they
want to see… or add a like/don’t like buon for the memes (like you have for the inspirational messages) and then if
someone doesn’t like one type of memes, you could push a dierent type of meme.” Life insights were generally liked.
One participant said: “I like the tracking and life insights on a daily basis. For people my age, [it is] totally helpful.
[It is] awesome.” However, participants also wanted life insights that combined dierent types of data. Overall,
the memes and life insights were generally well liked, suggesting they may be eective as reinforcers for AYA.
Habituation: Participants mentioned that sh became “trivial” over time. Some also mentioned that self-reporting
became repetitive and they wanted more variety in active tasks or more information about why certain information
was being collected. ese observations indicate that participants might have habituated to the reinforcements,
and that self-reporting was increasingly seen as boring. To improve the experience, participants suggested to add
a variety of new active tasks and add educational content on why the data were being collected.
3.10 Iteration 5: Final improvements before the trial
Design constraints and theoretical considerations: While the overall results were positive, our preliminary
studies pointed to several shortcomings of our operationalizations of concepts from OCT. Iteration 5 tried to
address some of these shortcomings. e rst shortcoming was related to the schedule for nancial reinforcements.
Our initial schedule was progressive, where more money was paid for longer streaks. Progressive schedules work
well for highly valued reinforcements [52], but our ndings indicated they were not well suited for the small
amounts we were paying. Second, for participants who disengaged early in the study, the available reinforcement
might have been insucient to overcome self-reporting burden. OCT suggests fast reinforcement schedules
at the start because more reinforcement early on can speed up learning [38]. e amount of reinforcement we
provided early on might not have been high enough for these participants. Finally, the interview data suggested
that participants became habituated to the sh and other reinforcements (habituation is the decrease in ecacy
of a reinforcement aer repeated exposure [104, 130, 148]). OCT suggests two ways to deal with habituation: (i)
allow for “break time” to resensitize to the existing reinforcements; and (ii) increase reinforcement variety. Given
that we were under time pressure to run a trial, introducing “break time” was the more feasible way to proceed.
Design considerations: In iteration 5, we made three modications to our reinforcement design. e rst
modication was to use a simpler schedule for monetary reinforcements where participants earned $1 whenever
they completed a 3-day streak of self-reporting. is change addressed the diculties of achieving longer streaks
and participants’ preference for reinforcements in whole dollar amounts. Note that the new schedule did not
substantially increase projected participant earnings: 90% adherence would lead, on average, to the earning of
only $12 over a 30-day study. e second modication aempted to increase reinforcement early in the study.
To do this, we front-loaded reinforcements at the start of the study: (i) we awarded participants $1 aer they
self-reported the rst day; and (ii) in the rst two days, we awarded two sh for each self-report, enabling
participants to earn four sh in two days (see Figure 8). e third modication meant to address habituation.
We implemented a simple protocol to try to bring participants back to the study aer they have had time to
re-sensitize to the reinforcements in SARA: we decided to send text messages to participants aer a few days of
non-response. e rst text message was to be sent aer 2 days of no self-reporting. If non-adherence continued,
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Fig. 8. Le and middle are aquarium screenshots aer 2-days of data collection for iteration 2 and iteration 5 respectively.
Right screenshot shows adherence rates of User study 4 in comparison with Bonar et al. [10]
an additional text message would be sent every three days. Text messaging stopped if participants did not
self-report for 3 weeks.
3.11 User study 4: An evaluation study of SARA (N=37)
We evaluated the nal design of SARA’s adherence interventions in a 30-day eld study with 37 high-risk AYA
substance users (49% male; 73.5% Caucasian; age: µ=20.4, SD=2.1; 53% binge drinking-only, 47% any marijuana use
in last month). We did not test the new features from Iteration 5 in a focus group or another pilot, because we had
a deadline on our funding and the number of new features was small to necessitate additional pilot evaluations.
For the eld evaluation, we used the same 30-day study protocol as we used in the user study 3. We recruited
high-risk AYA who were admied to the University of Anonymous Hospital Pediatric and Adult Emergency
Department for risky substance use. Potential participants were approached as they were being discharged and
were screened for eligibility and interest in the study. Interested individuals were consented and SARA was
installed on their personal phones, aer which they began 30 days of data collection. As we noted above, the
30-day study duration is common for observational studies on substance use [10, 17, 20, 23, 117, 127, 127, 141],
so this duration allowed us to compare our adherence rates to those in the literature. Furthermore, the sample
of N = 37 is similar to or higher than other mHealth deployment studies that focused on novel intervention
technologies [8, 24, 66]. e sample size is also sucient to draw design insights using both qualitative and
quantitative measures.
e ndings from Study 4 fall into several categories:
Adherence: We compared the adherence paerns from User Sstudy 4 with the adherence rates in User Study 3 as
well as with a similar study by Bonar et al. [10]. User Study 3 used the same protocol as User Study 4, and the
Bonar et al. [10] study involved answering a daily survey for 30 days and the population is similar to SARA’s
population of AYA at high risk of substance use. Bonar et al.’s asked 27 questions in the daily survey, but the
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Fig. 9. Distribution of ratings for various reinforcement types in user study 4. Le two subfigure uses a three point likert
scale (1=not all, 2=somewhat,3=very much) to rate how these reinforcement influenced self-report. Righ two subfigure uses a
five point likert scale (1=not all, 5=very much) to rate how these reinforcement influenced self-report.
average number of questions answered was 18. For SARA, average number of questions are close to seven but
SARA had two additional assessments in terms of active tasks. us the overall self-report burden in SARA and
Bonar et al. [10] are comparable.
SARA’s adherence rate in User Study 4 was 71.7% for the rst 10 days, 64.4% for days 11-20, and 50.8% for days
21-30. e adherence rate of 50.8% aer 20 days is higher than for most self-report studies. ese results suggest
that some of the changes in Iteration 5 had a positive eect: beyond the rst ten days, adherence rates increased
substantially from User Study 3 ( 63.8% for days 1 to 10, 49.2% for days 11 to 20, and 34.6% for days 21 to 30).
Figure 8 shows the adherence rate of SARA and Bonar et al. [10] on week 1,2,3,4 of the study. While the adherence
rates are similar, Bonar et al. [10] paid signicantly more money.
Monetary incentives: On average, participants earned $6.53 each (σ = 3.8,q50 = 6.5) in User Study 4 for comple-
tion of the assessments over 30 days. In the exit survey, when we asked participants how money aected their
use of the SARA app (“How much did earning money bonuses increase your use of the app?” on a 3-point Likert
scale (1=not at all, 2=somewhat, and 3=very much), 83.3% reported very much and the rest reported somewhat.
No participant answered ‘not at all.’ In the exit interviews, both the amount of money and the schedule were
perceived positively: one participant said “I also liked the money bonuses and thought the amount of money oered
was just right.” and another participant said “I liked earning money because it kept me coming back for 3 days in
a row.” ese results suggest that the changes in monetary schedule in Iteration 5 (i.e., $1 for each three-day
streak) had a positive impact.
Furthermore, the average amount of money earned, $6.53, is important. Bonar et al., described earlier, used higher
nancial incentives to achieve similar daily adherence rates to Iteration 5 of SARA. Bonar et al. paid $2 for each
daily survey completed and an additional $5 bonus when participants completed at least 6 of 7 daily surveys each
week (up to $20 total bonus). Participants in Bonar et al.’s study earned on average $46.20 (SD = $24.62) in 28
days (including bonuses), which is seven times more than what SARA participants were paid.
Aquarium and sh: Participants on average spent 14.5 seconds (SD = 17.6seconds) looking at the aquarium.
However, proportion of participants looked at the aquarium everyday other than self-reporting decreased by
1% per day over the course of study which may mean participants were likely losing interest. When we asked
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participants how unlocking sh aected their use of the SARA app (“How much did unlockable sh increase your
use of the app?”) on a 3-point Likert scale (1=not at all, 2=somewhat, and 3=very much), the average rating was
1.7 (SD = 2.7). Note that these ratings are lower than those of the focus group (see section 3.7) whose participants
did not use the app for 30-days. e qualitative feedback for the aquarium is similar to the feedback from the
pilot study. Some participants liked the appearance of the aquarium: “I also liked the appearance of it, it was
engaging. e contrasting colors were captivating and I also liked the idea of an aquarium.” and some liked the
reinforcement schedule of regularly unlocking sh: “e app made me want to use it every day because I wanted to
unlock new sh.” However, as in earlier user studies, some participants did not nd the aquarium aesthetically
pleasing: one participant said, “e color composition is not aesthetically appealing.”. Another participant said, ‘e
images look like they’re from the 1990s.”.
Memes and life insight: Participants on average spent 5.6 seconds (SD = 7.7) looking at the memes and 7.1
seconds (SD = 8.9) looking at the life insights. In the exit survey, participants rated the perceived inuence of
memes and life-insight on a ve-point scale, from 1=not at all to 5=very much. Life insights (µ = 4.2,σ = 2.5)
were rated higher than memes (µ = 3.6,σ = 2.3). Participants generally liked the life insights and they reported
using life-insights to reect on their week and to track their progress in tapping or spatial tasks. One participant
said, “I liked having a way to record all of my days. I thought it was cool to look back on each day at the graphs and
see how my weeks have been.” Another participant said “[I] enjoyed seeing how performance on tasks reected in
insights.” Adding more life insights was one area of improvement identied by participants. Regarding memes,
some participants liked their variety while others had recommendations for updating and personalizing them.
For example, one participant said “I liked how there were dierent memes and quotes every day.” and another said
“the memes weren’t actually memes. ey were either 2009-style memes, which just look kinda bad, or they just looked
like pictures used to make memes.”
ese results suggest that life insights are generally viewed positively, which is consistent with past ndings
that younger adults like to explore their data [80]. However, the memes we selected using pilot procedures were
not as appealing; user feedback indicates that memes have a temporal nature and people like memes on specic
topics they care about. It is harder to design memes as reinforcement than we had anticipated. In part, because
some memes were meant to appeal to user’s sense of humor, anticipating and personalizing memes to such a
highly personal trait such as sense of humor is challenging. It may be that the inspirational memes used were
more appealing; however, this supposition requires future study.
Text messages and phone call: On average, participants received 5.1 (SD = 1.8) texts and phone calls. On 47% of
days, participants self-reported on the same day aer they received a text message. Recall the text messages or
phone calls were sent aer participants did not 2 to 3 days. So, the contacts from study sta likely increased
adherence as intended.
Future app improvement opportunities: In the exit interviews, participants provided additional suggestions for
improving the future version of the app. e rst type of feedback asked for options to choose the time of survey
completion. One participant said, “e survey starting at 6pm was a barrier to adherence… it would’ve been beer
if it was even an hour earlier or earlier in the day so there’s more time and more exibility.” Another participant
said “I would’ve preferred to answer the daily survey rst thing in the morning about the previous day.” e second
type of feedback suggested categorizing the memes and leing participants choose which kind they see. One
participant said “I think if there was an option to choose a specic category of memes/quotes to receive, then I would
have been more captivated.” Finally, participants asked for beer instructions on using the app and asked for
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more features to give reasons to go the app. We believe the issue with the instructions can be resolved with
additional user-centered design. Creating more value can be achieved in dierent ways. We can use data to
provide therapeutic strategies to reduce substance use (e.g., coping skills). Another way to create value could be
a “viable research alliance” where participants are informed of the scientic value of the data they are giving
us [29]. Another idea to improve design could be to work with developmental psychologists to add more age
appropriate content. Another thing to note is that this user feedback deals with issues of choice, interruptibility,
and empowering users with knowledge. ese issues, however, are not well-covered by OCT, so we need to move
beyond OCT and use other theories to make SARA more engaging.
Nonetheless, the above results suggest that our theory translation of OCT and design iterations led to improved
eectiveness of the reinforcement used in SARA. ese results do not reach the level of rigor that a randomized
controlled trial would yield. But given their purpose—to provide empirical data that can be triangulated with
information from previous user studies to assess the quality of our theory translation eorts— User Study 4’s
results indicate that constructs from operant conditioning may have been implemented successfully.
4 THEORY TRANSLATION IN A NUTSHELL
In the previous section, we gave a detailed description of how we translated a set of constructs from OCT into a
number of features of the SARA application. In this section, we distill our experience and provide some general
methodological guidelines for the process of translating theory into technical interventions. We hope these
guidelines can act as a starting point for a more structured process that can help designers do theory translation
in a more ecient and less error-prone way.
eory translation is an iterative design process. Although iterative deign is common in HCI, iterative design
for theory translation is dierent in that its aim is to improve the theoretical delity of the intervention—i.e.,
how faithfully the intervention features embody the constructs they are intended to implement. For example,
the animated sh from the iteration 2 of SARA (section 3.3) are a higher-theoretical-delity representation of
‘valued reinforcement’ than the static sh from Iteration 1. Improving theoretical delity is important for reasons
discussed in Section 2.4. However, improving theoretical delity is a complex iterative process of balancing user
feedback, project constraints, theoretical insights, etc. Based on our experience with designing SARA, we have
identied eight key steps that designers need to address during theory translation:
(1) Selecting a theory: First, select an appropriate theory that will provide an account of how the technology
under development is intended to inuence the target behavior in the target population. Intervention
development frameworks from behavioral science, such as the Behavior Change Wheel [82–84] and
Intervention Mapping [9, 65], can be used to facilitate this step. A key thing to note at this step is that
choosing a theory means that the theory will act, at least in part, as a blueprint of the causal inuence that
the technology is intended to have on the target behavior. It should describe how exactly the technology is
intended to change people’s behavior. It thus follows that how well a theory is specied greatly inuences
both how useful it is as the basis for an intervention and how easily it can be implemented.
(2) Selecting an initial set of constructs: Once a theory is selected, select the constructs that will form the
foundation of the intervention’s functionality. In SARA, our goal was to increase the frequency of
responding to the daily self-report and to maintain this responding over time. us, we started by trying
to implement positive reinforcement and schedules of reinforcement, which are the core OCT constructs
that describe the process that increases behavior frequency and aects its dynamics over time (Section
3.2-3.3). Additional constructs can be added later as needed (e.g., based on user feedback or to account for
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a specic aspect of the behavior change process), but we suggest trying to get the core functionality—and
the corresponding intended causal process—clearly specied rst.
(3) Developing initial designs: For each initially selected construct, explore the design space for how that
construct can be operationalized in the particular system that is being developed. e key goals of
the ideation stage is to develop designs that (a) embody key properties of the construct, and (b) match
the known constraints of the population, context of use, and system coherence. A useful structure
for exploring the design space is to develop both alternative ways of implementing a construct and
multiple variations of each of those designs. Generated designs can then be evaluated for feasibility, user
acceptance, and preliminary theoretical delity.
(4) Specifying theoretical delity criteria: Aer the basic set of designs have been developed, for each im-
plemented construct articulate how you would be able to tell if your implementation of the construct
got it “right”—namely, whether the technology feature has captured the essence of the construct. is
is arguably the hardest step in the whole theory translation process, as the criteria for establishing
theoretical delity may not be at all obvious. For some constructs, theoretical delity may need to be
established based on the qualitative user feedback; for instance, to operationalize “reinforcement value”
we had to rely on participants’ comments about whether they found proposed design features (e.g.,
sh) appealing and whether they thought those features would motivate them to self-report. For other
constructs, it may be possible to articulate exactly what kinds of paerns of behavior one would expect
if the feature was operating as described by the construct (e.g., this is possible for dierent types of
reinforcement schedules). Despite the diculties inherent in this step, it is a crucial one, as it allows
designers to test whether their technology features, as designed, are in fact embodying the intended
construct.
(5) Preliminary testing of theoretical delity: Aer the basic set of constructs have been selected and the
criteria for theoretical delity articulated, implement low- prototypes of the features that embody these
constructs and test their theoretical delity. is can be done in many ways, from informal internal
testing to small user studies depending on the nature of the delity criteria. Whatever the method, the
central task in this step is to get early information about whether the technology feature, as envisioned,
may be able to act as described by the construct. As is typical for low- prototyping, ineective prototypes
can be discarded and the rest of the prototypes quickly improved to achieve higher-theoretical-delity
implementation of the underlying constructs. e purpose of our user studies 1 and 2 was precisely to do
this type of preliminary testing of theoretical delity, although, in retrospect, these studies could have
likely been done in a cleaner way to achieve this goal.
(6) Adding constructs: As the intervention develops, it will oen be necessary to add additional constructs
either from the same theory or from other theories. New constructs should be chosen either because they
may amplify the functioning of the already implemented constructs or because designers believe the
intervention requires additional forms of behavioral support. In either case, as the constructs are being
chosen, it is important to articulate how they would interact with the already implemented features, so
designers can assess, before development resources are expended, if the features based on these constructs
would strengthen or negatively impact the existing functionality. Formal representations, such as causal
diagrams, can oen be helpful for this, but less formal approaches—like our considerations of using
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multiple reinforcers—may be sucient.
(7) Selecting study methods for formative evaluations: Early tests of theoretical delity, as well as formative
evaluations of overall functionality will oen require some form of data collection. What types of user
studies will be useful will depend, of course on the specic questions they are intended to address.
However, during the formative stage, online surveys or focus groups can oen be cost-eective ways to
assess user perceptions in order to improve the theoretical delity of the intervention. Later on, eld trials
will usually be needed to capture behavioral responses to conrm intended functioning. e key thing to
note is that the studies need to match the level of evidence that is required to move to the next stage of the
development process. Early on, a designer might just need a sanity check on an idea, as we did with the
aquarium representation. e level of evidence needed at this point is much lower—and can be achieved
with a much simpler study—than the evidence needed to establish the eect size for an intervention.
Being clear about what exactly a study is intended to achieve, and then selecting the study design and
sample size appropriately, is thus paramount both for doing theory translation in a resource-ecient
way and, down the line, for producing reliable, trustworthy evidence on the completed intervention.
Similar considerations apply to selecting the study duration as well. Behavioral interventions can have
eects that change over time due to learning, habituation, habit formation and so on. Real-world use can
uncover problems which may need to be addressed with additional constructs or delity improvements.
For example, the length of the User Study 3 allowed us to learn about habituation and the problems with
the initially implemented monetary schedule. As with the study type, the study length for eld studies
thus needs to be chosen thoughtfully, with the eye toward maximizing the designers’ ability to learn
about problems that need to be addressed while minimizing the need for resources and participant burden.
(8) Providing in-depth descriptions of intervention design: One goal of theory-based interventions is to al-
low testing of theories in order to advance science. To further this goal, it is essential for designers to
report what theoretical constructs were implemented in an intervention and how in detail. Such descrip-
tions can help both with the interpretation of ndings from any experimental trials of the intervention,
as well as their comparison with results from other studies of other interventions that embody the same
constructs. is level of description is currently unusual both in HCI and in behavioral science, but we
rmly believe that it is essential for advancing our understanding of the behavior change process and the
factors that inuence intervention response.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provided a detailed account of our process of trying to translate a set of concepts from OCT into
features of SARA, a mobile application for conducting substance use research with adolescents and young adults.
As a case study of theory translation, OCT is in many ways the best case scenario. e constructs and processes
postulated by the theory are well specied and are supported by—and have been rened through—decades of
careful empirical work with both animals and humans. If there is a theory that should allow for straightforward
implementation, OCT is it. Indeed, some of the concepts we could implement in a very straightforward way.
We could implement the notions of immediacy and contingency just by providing reinforcement right aer,
and only aer, a user provided self-report (Section 3.2). Similarly, the extensive empirical data on schedules of
reinforcement allowed us to make informed decisions to use a fast xed-ratio schedule for sh and to include
variable-rate schedules to make the eects of reinforcement more sustainable (Section 3.3, 3.4, 3.7). OCT also pro-
vided clear guidance on the question of whether multiple forms of reinforcement could work together eectively,
leading us to greatly expand the range of rewards that SARA could provide to reinforce self-reporting (Section 3.4,
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3.7). Much more directly than many theories, then, OCT could tell us what we needed to do, at least in broad terms.
Yet, even with such a highly specied theory, how exactly the various forms of reinforcement in SARA needed to
work was le unclear. What forms of reinforcement would be found to be valuable, how fast the sh schedule
needed to be, how exactly the schedule of nancial reinforcements needed to be structured were among the
many decisions we had to make based on design intuitions, user feedback, and resource constraints. e theory
could tell us what should work in principle, but the many design details we had to decide on to operationalize its
concepts for this application and this particular population were le to us to work through. Yet, those design
details maered greatly. e aesthetics of the sh or whether the nancial rewards were given in fractions or
whole dollar amounts inuenced how valuable—and thus reinforcing—our participants perceived them to be. To
get the details right, we had to keep the theory in constant conversation with user feedback and other constraints
and to iteratively make gradual design changes until we started to see reactions and behaviors that began to
approach what OCT told us should happen for the concepts we were trying to implement. In other words, we
could only tell that we implemented a construct from OCT adequately when we could see the behavior postulated
by the theory to result from the construct.
Which brings us to a key challenge of theory translation: determining if a theoretical construct has been imple-
mented with delity. eory-based interventions play a dual role. On the one hand, they are designed to address
a particular problem in a particular population. Insofar as an intervention achieves this goal, it can be considered
to be a success. On the other hand, interventions act as tests of the theories they embody. For science to progress,
theories have to be tested and rened, and there is no way to do that in the abstract. A behavioral theory can
only be tested by studying the behavior of real people and their responses to concrete interventions. But for a
study to provide evidence about a theory, the intervention used in the study needs to have implemented that
theory with delity.
How to ensure that a construct has, in fact, been implemented with high delity is not trivial, however. As we
noted, our test for theoretical delity in SARA was to look for behaviors that the theory postulated. For a precise
theory like OCT that provides highly specic accounts of what should happen under dierent circumstances, such
a test makes sense. But many of the theories commonly used to guide the development of technological interven-
tions are not nearly so specic in their accounts of what to expect beyond assertions that a set of determinants
inuence behavior. For such theories, a designer is le without clear criteria for evaluating theoretical delity.
Consulting with domain experts with experience in that theory can help with articulating theoretical delity
criteria, but even this strategy can sometimes leave the designer with having to come up with something herself.
As we noted in Section 4, making an eort to articulate delity criteria is paramount, however, and with the
rapid move toward technological interventions in behavior change research the issue of theoretical delity will
only grow in importance. As HCI researchers are increasingly participating in interdisciplinary collaborations
with behavioral scientists, and insofar as we wish to more deeply understand why our technologies do or do not
work, our discipline will need to deal with this issue head-on.
All theories are by their nature abstract. eories are formulated to account for concrete behaviors and events, but
a theoretical explanation is only achieved by focusing on certain narrow aspects of a phenomenon, abstracting
out its general features, and stripping out everything else. e problem, from the standpoint of technology design,
is going in the opposite direction—lling in all the concreteness that was le out in order to achieve theoretical
generality. How best to approach this process of operationalizing theories in technological interventions is
something that, we believe, our community needs to think about carefully. In presenting this case study, our goal
was to surface the complexity and nuances involved in theory translation. We are not arguing that the process
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we followed is the right one, or that others should apply it to their work in the same form. Rather, we hope that
the process we went through can serve as an example that can be critiqued and improved upon. Over time, we
hope, we will arrive at a more robust and ecient process for theory translation and will more fully understand
its challenges and pitfalls. ere is much le to do to achieve this goal.
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